FAQ
Is there an age limit?
With adult accompanying, there’s no age limit for entering our rooms. It is compulsory for every player
to be over the age of 14 to participate in our games without adult accompanying. Children under the age
of 6 enter the room without us charging any fees for them.

How many players can play together at the same time?
In one room 2-7 players can participate. In case of 6-7 players we recommend either the White or the
Maffia Mission.

Which methods of payment are acceptable?
On the spot we accept cash only, or previous transaction is also an option.

Can I pay in EURO?
Yes, you can. The currency is 300 HUF / EUR.

How long is it advised to arrive before the game?
We ask all players to be on the spot 5-10 minutes before the game starts. It is disadvantageous to arrive
more than 10 minutes before due to the fact, that you may see the room unprepared or hear the
gamemaster giving hints to the previous team

Is there any part of the room which is frightening?
No, there is nothing scary inside (live actors or jump scares). Although the light may switch off at some
point of the game.

How long does a game take?
Our games 60-90 minutes long. At the description of each room more details can be found.

How can I book a game?
A game can be booked online, via e-mail, on phone or in person.

Is it necessary to book in advance?
You’re not obliged to, but only in that case can we guarantee that certain slot you’re interested in.

How can I cancel or manage my booking?
In case you’d like to manage your booking please contact us via email at gozsudmission@gmail.com

Are there any parking places nearby?
Several parking places are in the area, even 2 carparks are located in the neighborhood; one on Rumbach
Sebestyén street and another one on Holló street. Please note that you might be charged for parking and
count with the fact that most of the places are usually taken.

Is it possible to approach your facility using wheelchair?
Unfortunately our facility is located underground and is not barrier-free, so players have to come down a
staircase.

